


This document is the description of ice diving methods and techniques, practiced at “The Arctic Circle” Dive Centre. The 
methods described here have been developed since 1998, as we have been conducting ice diving at the White Sea, and are 
still being refined.

This document is not a manual, and we don’t assume that the methods we use are perfect and all-purpose, and can be 
acceptable in any case.

The text can be copied and used in any reasonable way for the benefit of the divers’ community. The authors will be 
grateful for the reference to the original text source. 

Authors: Mikhail Safonov, Dmitriy Zhadan, Ivan Kronberg, Vadim Shestachenko, Natalia 
Chervyakova, Mikhail Khrobostov, Konstantin Novikov, with a participation of all ice divers, who come to 
dive with us at “The Arctic Circle” Dive Centre. 

Theory and Practice of Ice Diving



Please read carefully and fill in the Medical 
Statement form and the Liability Release 

and Assumption of Risk agreement

 
Timofey Borodin



Why do we go ice diving?

The ICE itself is incredibly beautiful!  
Ice formations (hummocks and cracks) make fantastic landscapes

Fantastic visibility -  15-50m., 
that is much more than in summer

Some dive sites are accessible only  
in winter

You don’t have to make a winter break in diving,  
if you have the Ice Diver specialization

Ice Diving is a team work. You’ll get a lot of joy from interaction  
with like-minded people

Photographers get exceptional surroundings for their pictures  
due to the ice, sun glitter and wonderful visibility under it

A chance to meet some marine life and animals,  
which become active or can be seen in winter
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WHAT ARE THE DIFFICULTIES OF ICE DIVING?

12Ice as an overhead environment: 
there’s no chance to surface anywhere you like;   

the only way to ascend is through the maina (ice-hole)

12

Low temperatures: 
the necessity to protect the diver from freezing and  

to use special cold water diving equipment – heavy and bulky



Part I
General Prerequisites



No-Decompression Dives
Needs to be discussed and agreed  

with the management of “The Arctic Circle” Dive Centre

Minimum age to go ice diving – 18 years old

Recreational 
Diving

Technical 
Diving

Introductory 
Ice Dive

Freediving

Ice Diving Options, 
provided by “The Arctic Circle” Dive Centre

- For certified ice divers 
- Maximum depth is 30 m. 
- 40m. - max linear distance 
from the “maina” (ice-hole)  
- Diving in pairs or groups 
- Safety rope is a must 
- Line tenders on the surface 
in charge of safety ropes 
- 2 unfreezing regulators

- For certified divers (OWD, 
no Ice Diver certificate) 
- Maximum depth is 3 m. 
- Right under or close to the 
“maina” (ice-hole) 
- Accompanied by an ice 
diving instructor 
- Safety rope is a must 
- Line tender on the surface 
in charge of the safety rope 
- 2 unfreezing regulators

- Two alternate air sourсes 
- Solo-diving or Cave-diving 
specialization 
- Solo-diving: maximum 
depth is 40 m., safety ropes, 
line tender on the surface  
- Cave-diving: in groups, 
under the ”mainas” (ice-
holes), distance between the 
mainas up to 40 m., diving 
along a line (safety rope)

- Vertically: diving into the 
depth along a line (safety 
rope), using a lanyard, 
accompanied by a safety 
freediver 

- Horizontally: diving along 
a line (safety rope) in 
between two ”mainas” (ice-
holes), distance between the 
mainas is up to 30 m.



Recreational Diving
Providing our ice diving services 
we base on the worldwide diving 

practice of so-called “buddy 
system” – i.e. we dive in groups 
– 2 persons together minimum

Minimum age of ice divers is  
18 years old

Minimum diving certification level 
to enroll to the Ice Diver course 
is AOWD PADI or equivalent

Minimum diving certification 
for self-reliant ice divers - 

Ice Diver PADI 
specialization or equivalent

Maximum  depth of a 
recreational ice dive is 

30m.

Maximum  linear 
distance from the 
“maina” is 40m.

No-decompression 
diving

Optionally –  
AOWD PADI or equivalent 

+5 logged ice dives

Proper ice diving skills  
and the ability to pass the 

“Skilled Diver Test”



SAFETY ROPES are used when ice dives are carried out

Possible variants:
 - a pair of divers under ice with one 
safety rope and one line tender on the 
surface (№1), or two safety ropes and 
two line tenders on the surface (№2);
   - a threesome of divers under 
ice with two safety ropes and two line 
tenders on the surface (№3);
   - a group of several pairs diving 
together according to one and the same 
dive plan (№4).



We recommend the one-safety-rope 
variant for a pair of ice divers

In certain cases, if required and agreed by 
the dive guide, a pair may dive using two 

personal safety ropes



One-Safety-Rope Ice Diving Method

We recommend this variant, since in this case a pair of divers interacts according
 to the widely used “buddy system” diving principles

THE MAIN ADVANTAGE
of using one safety rope:

 minimum reaction time 
of a buddy-team in case of 
“Out-of-Air” emergency

DISADVANTAGES
of using one safety rope:

1.  Mobility is restricted
2. Emergency ascent is 

possible only together 



Adequate “Share Air” skills and helpfulness of the “buddy team”
are the basic elements of ice diving safety 

ATTENTION! 
“Emergency Ascent” rope signal cannot guarantee an immediate ascent to the surface!

The promptest way to solve an 
“Out-of-Air” case is to get it 
from your buddy. It demands: 

1) Adequate “Share Air” skills  

2)Regular training and skill drills 

3) Being alert 

4) Elimination of potentially 
troublesome elements 
(additional safety ropes, 
excessive equipment, etc.)

“Emergency Ascent” rope 
signal can be an alternative to 
the “Share Air” method. But…

1)It may not reach the line tender 
in some cases 

2) Line tender may not recognize 
it properly and/or in time 

3) Safety rope may be blocked 
somehow 

4) Emergency ascent from a 40 
meters distance may take some 
time (more than a minute) and 
you may be not ready for it



Two-Safety-Ropes Ice Diving Method

ADVANTAGES:
1. Divers are free in their 
movements
2. Divers can come to the 
surface separately both in a 
standard situation and in 
case of emergency

DISADVANTAGES:
1. Individual safety ropes slow 
down the approaching of 
divers to each other due to 
the ropes’ tension and the 
significant resistance of water.
2. Diver starts to perceive the 
line tender on the surface as 
his/her buddy
3. Individual safety ropes make 
it difficult to manipulate in 
case of "Out of Air“



No-Safety-Rope Ice Diving Method 

During freediving no halyard is attached  
to the body or the equipment of a freediver.  
But they dive along fixed safety ropes  
which serve for underwater orientation.

In certain cases, SCUBA divers can dive  
under ice with no safety rope attached, too,  
if there is some objective necessity,  
and adequate safety procedures are provided.  
In this case the dive is considered a TECHNICAL one



During an Ice Diver PADI course or an Intro Dive all divers  
are accompanied by an instructor



Certified Ice Divers can be accompanied either by an instructor, or 
by a dive guide

Diving both in pairs…

… and in groups



Skilled ice divers, who have enough of ice diving experience  
and proper skills, can dive in pair on their own, if desired

Such skilled pairs are joined up to make a group of four, and dive in turns – 
while one pair is diving, the other pair is acting as line tenders

The proof that you are skilled enough to dive without a dive guide 
is your ability to pass the “Skilled Diver Test”  

together with your buddy



Technical Diving

Technical Ice Diving is possible 
during a special diving program  

and should be prearranged.

Certified Solo Divers can dive 
on their own, without a buddy, 
but a special training and dive 
plan management is required.



Dive Site Preparation 

Part II
Organization of Ice Diving



Dive Site Preparation for Ice Diving

Both natural ice holes and… 

… man-made “mainas”  
can be used for ice diving



Dive Site Preparation for Ice Diving

Minimum ice thickness – 15 cm. 

Recommended ice thickness – 20 cm. and over.

Choose an appropriate spot at the dive site 
Cut out a “maina” with special ice equipment.



Dive Site Preparation for Ice DivingPaths on ice (so-called "light rays"), starting from the corners of 
the working area around maina, are cleared out of snow, if it's 

necessary to make them visible from under the ice

Having marked the perimeter of the "maina", we drill holes 
in its corners using a hand-held ice auger, to make sawing 
easier. The saw-cut should be tilted inward for easy pulling 

out of ice blocks onto the surface

We mark the ice holes with blocks of ice, tree branches or  
red-and-white caution tape around their perimeter

The snow around your maina should be cleared 
out to make it convenient for the divers and the 

support team members to move around



Maina-making rules:

- The edges of a maina should be durable, safe and 
comfortable enough for at least six persons moving 
around it.

- There should be no cracks, no saw-made defects and 
other possible traps, where the safety rope could get 
jammed in.

- It’s advisable that the corners of “maina” should have 
straight or sharp angles, as it makes the process of 
getting out of water more comfortable for the divers, 
who can come close to the corner, turn back, push the 
edges with their both elbows, and thus get out of water 
with the help of line tenders.

A “maina” can be:

Triangular – with the length  
of each side from 1,5 m.

Rectangular - with the length 
of its sides from 2m. x 1m.



A “maina” should be big enough to fit 
all the divers, who go diving through 
it at one and the same time (a pair or 

a threesome, usually).



When the dives are finished for the day,
 a maina should be marked and fenced off 
properly, so that nobody could fall into it 

accidentally.

A maina in the evening 
(after the dives have been finished) The same maina the next morning



List of maina-preparation equipment

1. Ice-drill (hand ice auger)
 2. Straight crowbar 
 3. Plummet - a long piece of halyard with a small piece of weigh on one end 
 to measure the depth
 4. Snow shovel
 5. Chainsaw, two-handed saw, or ice saw
 6. Mountain climbing ice screws (2pcs minimum)
 7. Metal carabiners, better with a threaded clamp (2pcs minimum)
 8. A piece of halyard with loops and knots
 9. A large and strong landing-net or a strainer
10. A crowbar, an axe, or a machete
11. A diving dry suit to move across thin, dangerous ice



Equipment Preparation and Checks



Diving Tanks and Regulators

Our Dive Centre provides 12l. and 15l. 
steel tanks with V-valves



Diving Tanks ang 
Regulators

Option №1 - single tank with  
a V-valve and two regulators

Option №2 - twin-set tanks with  
a manifold and two regulators

Due to the high probability of freezing, 
divers use two separate cold-water 

regulators with dry-sealed spring chamber 
for ice diving safety



Diving Tanks and 
Regulators



The second stage of the primary 
regulator which is used for 
breathing during the dive is at the 
same time a spare air source for 
your buddy and should be given to 
t h e m i n a n " O u t - o f - A i r " 
emergency situation

The back-up second stage is a 
spare air source for the divers 

themselves and is fixed on the neck 
with bungee necklace without the 

possibility to release or lose it

Each first stage is equipped with 
one second stage



Primary Regulator
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Diving Tanks and 
Regulators

“Classic” Configuration of Regulators



First stage of a 
back-up regulator

Second stage of a 
primary regulator

Second stage of a 
back-up regulator

Pressure Gauge 
(back-up regulator)

First stage of a 
primary regulator

BCD Inflation hose 
(back-up regulator)

Dry Suit Inflation hose 
(primary regulator)

Pressure Gauge 
(primary regulator)

Bungee necklace to fix the second 
stage of a back-up regulator



First stage of the
primary regulator

Bungee necklace to fix the second 
stage of a back-up regulator

Pressure Gauge 
(primary regulator)

Second stage of the 
primary regulator 

with a 2-meters hose

First stage of the
back-up regulator

BCD Inflation hose 
(primary regulator)

Dry Suit Inflation hose 
(back-up regulator)

Second stage of the 
back-up regulator

Pressure Gauge 
(back-up regulator)



First stage of the 
primary regulator

Bungee necklace to fix the second 
stage of the back-up regulator

First stage of the 
back-up regulator

BCD Inflation hose 
(primary regulator)

Dry Suit Inflation hose 
(back-up regulator)

Second stage of the 
back-up regulator

Pressure Gauge 
(only 1, on the back-

up regulator)

Second stage of the 
primary regulator 

with a 2-meters hose



BCD (Buoyancy Compensator 
or Buoyancy Control Device)

The use of BCD's with reliable metal D-rings 
is recommended for a more secure fastening 

of the safety rope with a metal carabiner

Any buoyancy compensator (BCD) which 
suits you best can be used for ice diving



In order to avoid hypothermia, use 
dry suits (neoprene ones preferably) 
with special warm underwear, dry 
gloves or three-fingered neoprene 
mittens and thick neoprene hoods



Check Stop Procedure



During each dive, when the divers have submerged 
under the ice, they are to go through the 

CHECK STOP procedure, staying close to the 
edge of “maina”, one after another

Check-Stop Purposes:
1. Regulators’ operation check (both primary and back-up one).
2. Valves’ check of the buoyancy control system (BCD and Dry Suit). 
3. Check of all parts of the equipment, including all rigging and fastenings.
4. Wait until the equipment temperature equals with the water temperature to be fully operational.
5. Adapt to the ice conditions, catch your breath.
6. Place yourself properly in the water, regarding the position of your buddy, "maina" and safety rope, 
before the dive.

CHECK-STOP



The distance from the maina's edge 
should not exceed the length of an 

outstretched arm

Divers should be placed sideways or facing 
the maina, so as to always see the exit

CHECK-STOP



1) Do not release the rope from your hand during the check stop procedure 
2) Make one open turn of the rope around the palm
3) Rope must be in the hand which is closer to the “maina”
4) The hand should be able to move with full amplitude

Safety Rope



Avoid placing the safety rope in the 
operation area in front of you

Safety Rope



The rope should go from the divers 
to the line-tender without touching 

the edge of ice

Safety Rope



Take the second stage of the primary 
regulator with your right hand, 

and the back-up with the left one

It is important to avoid 
accidental bypass button 

pressing!

Regulators’ Check



Take the second stage 
of the primary regulator out of your mouth, 

hold it in the water 
with the mouthpiece downwards

Regulators’ Check



Put the second stage of the back-up regulator 
into your mouth with the left hand, 

clear it up from water, start breathing normally

Keep the second stage 
of the primary regulator 

in your right hand

Regulators’ Check



Make 3-4 full respiratory cycles, while looking 
at the pressure gauges of both regulators
 and monitoring their indicator needles

Regulators’ Check



Take the second stage of the primary regulator 
with your right hand, 

hold it with the mouthpiece downwards, 
avoid pressing the bypass button

Regulators’ Check



Take the back-up second stage of the regulator 
with your left hand, and take it out of your mouth, 
holding the mouthpiece downwards in the water

Regulators’ Check



Put the second stage of the primary 
regulator into your mouth, 

remove water from it, 
start breathing normally

Keep the back-up second stage
 in your hand

Regulators’ Check



Make 3-4 full respiratory cycles, while 
looking at the pressure gauges of both 

regulators and monitoring the 
indicator needles of the devices

Regulators’ Check



Check the operation
of the dry suit inflation valve 

Dry Suit Valves’ 
Check



Release some air cautiously from 
your dry suit, controlling the 

exhaust valve

Dry Suit Valves’ 
Check



Check the operation of the 
BCD inflation button

BCD Valves’ Check



Release some air cautiously from your 
BCD to check the operation of the 

exhaust button on the BCD inflator hose 
and of the other exhaust valves 

of your BCD

BCD Valves’ Check



Check all the fastenings 
and attached elements

Equipment Check



“ОК“-signal indicates that you have 
finished the Check Stop procedure





Safety Ropes



ОК

The length of a safety rope for ice diving should be no more 
than 40 meters. The halyard should be intact, having not 
even a small tear or knot, made of a static climbing rope 

with a slightly negative buoyancy.



The proper way to fix the safety rope on the surface

The safety rope must be fastened 
to a stationary object 

(block of ice, frozen into the ice surface or wooden pole 
/ climbing icebreaker / tree growing on the shore, etc).

The safety rope must not be fastened 
to any moving/portable objects 

(portable diving huts, snowmobiles, etc).



Ice Diving with One Safety Rope
The safety rope is tied to a stationary object on the 
surface (e.g. block of ice), and the line tender keeps 
holding it with both hands during the whole dive

The safety rope comes from the 
line tender's hands  into the hand 

of diver #1

Diver #1 holds the safety rope 
in his/her hand during 

the whole dive

The safety rope is attached to 
the equipment of diver #1 

The safety rope is attached to 
the equipment of diver #2 



Rope Signals



Basic Rope Signals and Their Meaning

1. Rope signals are given by tugs. The strength and amplitude of the tugs should correlate with the length of the rope (i.e. with the distance between the divers and the line 
tender) - the farther from the "maina", the sharper and with greater amplitude there should be a tug.

2. Signals must pass in both directions without interference and with 100% recognition

3. Rope must not hinder the divers' movement, but also it should not sag, and even more so it should not lie on the bottom, touch any objects or items. The only touch which 
is acceptable is on a lower edge of the ice hole. 

4. In case of an emergency ascent, the rope should meet no obstacles and withstand the load.



• The "OK" signal means that there is no need to pull the divers out of the water.

• There is no signal which means "Something Goes Wrong“.

• The signal "OK" refers to the whole group of divers under the water, so you need to make 
sure that your partners are all right too, but at the same time keep within 5 seconds.

• If there is no reply within 5 seconds for the signal "OK?" given from the surface, the line 
tender repeats it again, and once again after 5 seconds check, if necessary.

• If there is no answer three times in a row, then the line tender acts according 
to the "Emergency Ascent" procedure.

• Divers are usually divided into groups of 4 persons (2 pairs, diving and acting as line 
tenders alternately).

• We do not give the «3 tugs» signal from under the water,  as the absence of such a 
signal gives us a reliable gap between normal signals and alarms.

Essentials of communication between ice divers 
and line tenders on the surface



Plunge into the Water 
and Submersion



Line Tender’s Essentials
A line tender should prepare 

the following essentials:
1. Safety rope (halyard)
2. Metal carabiners (better with threaded clamp)
3. Hot water in a thermos bottle
4. Additional pieces of weights
5. Waterproof gloves to hold the rope



Attachment of the Safety Rope to the Diver

The safety rope is attached to a 
metal D-ring of a BCD with an 
alpinist carabiner (carabiner with a 
lock) or tied around the diver's 
waist (using a bowline knot)

If divers go under water with one 
safety rope, the first to be tied up is 
the Diver №1 (who is closer to the 
line tender), and the Diver №2 - 
afterwards (at the end of the rope)



Plunge into the Water

The most convenient way to enter the "maina" is 
from the sitting position, sliding down with a turn. 

If the "maina" is big enough, it is possible to use a giant stride 
entry. In this case, it is important to check that the halyard won’t 

pull your buddy into the "maina"



Submersion

Avoid breathing from your regulator 
while you are still on the surface

The diver should put the second stage of the 
regulator into his/her mouth and start breathing 

from it with the head under the water



CHECK-STOP

Divers go through the check-stop procedure in turns 
(one after another)



“SHARE AIR” exercise
If the divers make their first dive together or had a long break in ice diving, 
they should perform the “SHARE AIR” procedure after the check-
stop:
1. Right under the ice
2. At shallow depths under the “maina”, hovering with the neutral buoyancy
4. Up to the confident procedure fulfillment by both divers

If the divers can't control their buoyancy or share 
air properly, they should not swim away from the 
"maina" farther than 5 meters' linear distance as 

it may be dangerous



Motion under Ice



Motion under ice

Ice divers using one safety rope:
1) can move from the “maina” and back 
(in an ASTERISK way);
2) can move in circle, so that the diver №1 
is closer to the "maina", and the diver №2 
is farther from it.



Motion under ice

Motion in circle
Motion from the “maina” 

and back (in an ASTERISK way)



Motion under ice

Diver №2 controls the section of the rope 
between the divers to avoid entanglement



Motion under ice

Diver №1 controls the section of the rope 
between the line tender and the divers 

to avoid entanglement



Motion under ice

"FACE TO FACE“ turn
Diver №1 gives the partner a signal 

about the turn



Motion under ice

Turning "FACE TO FACE"



Motion under ice

Turning "FACE TO FACE"



Motion under ice

"Diver №2 swims around the diver №1" turn

Diver №1 gives the partner a signal 
about the turn



Motion under ice

"Diver №2 swims around the diver №1" turn



Motion under ice

"Diver №2 swims around the diver №1" turn



Motion under ice

"Diver №2 swims around the diver №1" turn



Motion under ice

In case of using two separate safety ropes, divers 
move from the «maina» and back in an ASTERISK way



Motion under ice

When divers use two safety ropes, 
we suggest that under the water they 

should move from the «maina» and back 
in an ASTERISK way to avoid the 

halyard’s entanglement

In this case, divers should make 
“FACE TO FACE” turns

Motion from the “maina” and back 
(in an ASTERISK way)



Motion under ice

In ice diving, we use the rule 
of “Minimum Gas 

Reserve”:
Thus, for a tank with 200 Bars 

Pressure:
- 130 Bar of air can be 

used for the dive

- 70 Bar of air – safety 
reserve you should 

normally have in your tank, 
when you surface

Ice divers admire the beauty of the 
underwater world, controlling the dive time of 

the dive and the air pressure in their tanks



Motion under ice

Ice divers finish the dive in case if:
1. The planned dive time is over
2. No-decompression limit is over
3. Somebody has got frozen
4. Being close to the minimum gas reserve (70 bar) limit
5. Some equipment failure has taken place



Surfacing

Procedure of surfacing in ice 
diving:

-    ascend to the surface in the "maina", 
-    inflate your BCD, 
- take the regulator out of your mouth



Return to the surface of ice

Line tender helps divers to remove and carry out 
their equipment, to take off dry suits etc.

Divers can get out of the "maina" onto the 
ice on their own or with the help of their 

line tender. In the latter case, the line tender 
helps the divers to come sitting on ice, pulling 
them out of the water by the handle of the 

tank or by the BCD



Line Tender’s 
Duties and Essentials



Line Tender’s Duties

Line tender helps the divers 
to put on their equipment



Line tender helps the divers 
to attach the safety rope 
and checks its reliability



Since the moment when divers are ready to go 
into the water, the line tender takes the halyard, 

and his/her attention must be completely 
focused on the safety rope



Line tender must keep stable contact with the 
ice divers underwater via the safety rope



During the first 3 minutes of the dive, the line 
tender should not let the divers go farther than 

2 meters away from the maina



Line tender controls that the halyard does not 
constrain the divers' movements and at the same time, 

that it goes without slack



Line tender moves around the "maina" in such a way 
as to avoid rope contact with ice, which can block 

rope signals’ transmission



Once in every 5 minutes, if there is one safety 
rope for a pair of ice divers, and once in every 3 
minutes, if there is a personal safety rope for 

each diver, the line tender must give an  
" Are you OK?"  rope signal 

(1 tug from the surface) and must receive a 
response signal. 

"Are you OK?" signal is also requested in case, if 
the line tender is concerned about the actions of 
the divers (long unplanned stillness of the safety 
rope, convulsive twitching of the halyard, etc.). 

20 minutes after the beginning of the dive, the 
line tender gives a "Check the Air" signal (2 tugs 
from the surface) and must receive an appropriate 
response. After that, the request "Check the Air" 

should be repeated every 10 minutes.



Tugs strength and amplitude should be adequate to the halyard's 
length (linear distance between the divers and the "maina").  
With a full length of the safety rope - which is 40 meters - the 
amplitude of the signal should be at least 1 meter.



Line tenders help ice divers to get back to the 
surface of ice, take off their equipment and bring it 
back to the heated cabins, pull off their dry suits



Part III
Emergency Situations



In case of loss of the second stage 
of the primary regulator, switch to the 

back-up one and search for the primary  
one



Possible variants of regulator freezing: 
  

1. “Free Flow” freezing  
2. “Out of Air” freezing

ATTENTION!!! 
  

It’s very important not to turn the 
tank valves under the water



In this case, take the primary second stage 
of the regulator out of your mouth



Replace it with the second stage 
of the back-up regulator



Stop your buddy, show the “I’m in trouble” 
signal, and surface together afterwards



If a regulator has got frozen in a “Free 
Flowing” position, it’s necessary to close the 
valve of the tank, where the frozen regulator 
is mounted, as soon as the divers surface



Make it warm by pouring some hot water 
onto the first and the second stages 

of your regulator



In case when it is impossible to use your back-up 
regulator for breathing, just as well as in case of 
“Out of Air” emergency, ask your buddy for 
help and switch to his/her second stage of the 

primary regulator



Reach out for your buddy’s 
primary second stage and take it 

with your left hand

Show “Out of Air” signal 
with your right hand



As soon as your buddy notices the “Out of Air” signal, 
he/she should take the second stage of their primary 
regulator out of the mouth, and give it to you, using 
their right hand, with the mouthpiece downwards



After getting hold of the buddy’s regulator with the left 
hand, the diver in trouble should take his/her primary 

regulator out of their mouth with the right hand



Switch to your buddy’s regulator – put it into your 
mouth, clear it from water, start breathing normally



Exchange “OK” signals and get hold of each other’s BCD 
shoulder strap. The “donor” holds the “recipient” with the left 

hand, while the “recipient” - with the right one. 

If the safety rope is in the same hand, 
which should be on your buddy’s BCD 
strap to stabilize your position, put the 

safety rope into the other hand, 
keeping some reserve of length so 

that nothing interferes with 
communication with the line tender. 
Avoid crossing of the regulator hoses 

with the safety rope.



Start ascending



In case when it's impossible either to switch to the 
back-up regulator or to share air with the buddy, the 
diver in trouble gives an emergency signal to the line 

tender, making more than three tugs of the rope, 
until the line tender starts to pull him/her from the 

water to the surface 



Diver should take a streamlined position and 
work with their fins, if possible, to help the line 
tenders while being pulled up, and inflate the 

BCD with his/her mouth after surfacing

When you feel that you are being pulled up, 
you should drop the loop from your hand 
and hold the rope, or the mask, or the 

regulator in your mouth

With the regulator in their mouth, 
the diver keeps the airways open, 
pronouncing the sound “AAA” to 

avoid the barotrauma to the lungs

Diver covers his/her head with the free hand 
to protect it from bumping into the ice



Prioritized emergency options
in an "Out of Air" or "Free Flowing Regulator" case: 

1. Switch to your back-up regulator, and give your buddy 
the signal to ascend.

2. If step №1 fails, ask your buddy for help by showing an 
"Out of Air" signal, and begin to ascend while sharing 
the air.

3. If steps №1 and №2 fail, ask your line tender for help 
giving an emergency signal “4 and more tugs of the 
rope" until they start to pull you up to the surface.



Do your best to prevent and avoid emergency situations 
or dive without scuba gear, try freediving :)



Entanglement in the halyard
Do not make sudden movements, stop,  

ascend to the ice cover or descend to the 
bottom, unwind the halyard



Show your buddy the “We’ve got problem” and 
“Ascend” signals. Turn around and start moving 

back without pulling the safety rope

Safety Rope Loss

If the safety rope sags or lies at the 
bottom, and the divers can’t see the 

“maina”, first of all they must stop



When picking up the safety rope,  
do not reel it up

On the way back, move along the safety rope, 
don’t pull it, but pick it up gently in large loops

Safety Rope Loss

Divers swim along the safety rope 
back towards the “maina”



Part IV
Conclusion



The most important basic skill of an ice diver  
is the skill of switching between primary and 

back-up regulators without losing control over the 
position in water and connection with the 

surface. This exercise should be drilled till the 
skill becomes automatic and can be easily 

performed in any state



The main criterion of readiness for ice 
dives is the ability to switch to your 
buddy's regulator and give your own 
regulator to the buddy, without losing 
complete control of the position in the 
water and connection with the surface





See you under the ice!



Part V
Dive Plan for the 

Ice Diver PADI Course



Do the following under the ice staying at the edge of “maina”  
(with positive buoyancy, student acts as Diver #2): 

1. Take the regulator out of your mouth and put it back 
2. Switch between the primary and the back-up regulators 
3. Cleanse the half-flooded mask 
4. Perform the Check Stop procedure 
5. Switch to your buddy's regulator (in static position)

Dive #1



Do the following at a depth of 3-4 meters under the "maina"  
(with negative or neutral buoyancy), with a marker on the bottom: 

1. Take the regulator out of your mouth and put it back 
2. Switch between the primary and the back-up regulators 
3. Cleanse the half-flooded mask 
4. Perform the Check Stop procedure 
5. Switch to your buddy's regulator

Dive #1



Do the following at a depth of no more than 12 m.  
(with neutral buoyancy): 

1. Motion under ice 
2. Turns “Face-to-Face” and “Diver#2 swims around Diver#1”  
3. Fun diving

Dive #1



Do the following under the ice staying at the edge of “maina”  
(with positive buoyancy, student acts as Diver #1): 

1. Take the regulator out of your mouth and put it back 
2. Switch between the primary and the back-up regulators 
3. Cleanse the half-flooded mask 
4. Perform the Check Stop procedure 
5. Switch to your buddy's regulator

Dive #2



Do the following at a depth of 3-4 meters under the "maina"  
(with negative or neutral buoyancy), with a marker on the bottom: 

1. Take the regulator out of your mouth and put it back 
2. Switch between the primary and the back-up regulators 
3. Cleanse the half-flooded mask 
4. Perform the Check Stop procedure 
5. Switch to your buddy's regulator, in motion if possible (swimming the 
distance about 10 meters long)

Dive #2



Do the following at a depth of no more than 12 m.  
(with neutral buoyancy): 

1. Motion under ice 
2. Student exchanges rope signals with the line tender 
3. Turns “Face-to-Face” and “Diver#2 swims around Diver#1”  
3. Fun diving

Dive #2



Do the following under the ice staying at the edge of “maina”  
(with positive buoyancy, separate safety ropes  

for the student and the instructor): 

1. Take the regulator out of your mouth and put it back 
2. Switch between the primary and the back-up regulators 
3. Cleanse the half-flooded mask 
4. Perform the Check Stop procedure 
5. Switch to your buddy's regulator

Dive #3



Do the following at a depth of 3-4 meters under the "maina"  
(with negative or neutral buoyancy), with a marker on the bottom: 

1. Take the regulator out of your mouth and put it back 
2. Switch between the primary and the back-up regulators 
3. Cleanse the half-flooded mask 
4. Perform the Check Stop procedure 
5. Switch to your buddy's regulator, in motion if possible (swimming the 
distance about 10 meters long)

Dive #3



Do the following at a depth of no more than 12 m.  
(with neutral buoyancy): 

1. Motion under ice 
2. Turns “Face-to-Face” and “Diver#2 swims around Diver#1”  
3. “Safety Rope Loss” exercise 
4. “Emergency Ascent” exercise from under the ice 
5. “Emergency Ascent” exercise from the depth of 3-4 meters 
6. Fun diving

Dive #3



Obligatory 

1. Act as a line tender for the instructor 
2. Surface actions in an “Emergency Ascent” exercise – pull the 
diver-in-trouble out to the surface 

Additional 

1. Dive site preparation 
2. Cut out a “maina” (ice hole) with an ice saw

Surface Skills



The End


